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Safe and versatile scaffolding range from WIBE
LADDERS
WIBE LADDERS launches a complete, in-house developed scaffolding range.
From start to finish, the development process has focused on the needs and
requests of the craftsmen and scaffold builders. Now it’s easier to assemble the
scaffolding in all weather conditions, and safer than ever to work at height.
Rolling towers must be safe to climb up in and to work from. When WIBE LADDERS
developed the new scaffolding range they did not only want to meet the legal
requirements; they wanted to design flexible towers that craftsmen enjoy using.
Extensive user analysis indicated that scaffolding was considered complicated to
assemble and had design flaws that affect the craftsmen’s work environment. .
Now WIBE LADDERS launches a range of rolling towers that are simple to build in all
weather conditions, and easy to assemble even after several years’ worth of ware.
”The craftsmen clearly told us that they wanted equipment that is easy to assemble.
Braces that don’t fit properly and cranky frames are inconvenient, and they did not want
new features that cause problems. That’s why we decided to make a robust
construction, and developed a unique locking clamp with a generous ergonomic twofinger grip to allow the user to exert greater force during assembly, even with the winter
gloves on,” says Robert Agerskog, Product Manager.
Clever new solutions designed to have a positive impact on the craftsmen’s work
environment include overlapping bracing and sturdy wheels with optimised connection
to the frame to avoid movement of the scaffolding. Colour coded supporting legs
reduces the risk of tripping and colour coded braces simplifies scaffolding assembly.
Cushioned side profiles are easy to grip.
”Scaffolding is rarely displayed in stores, and it is therefore difficult to compare one
model with another. We had our sales team climb up in both our own and in our
competitors’ scaffolding to experience the difference. We are proud to have designed
scaffolds that are manageable and that offer the craftsmen solid ground even at
heights,” says Robert Agerskog.
WIBE LADDERS’ new scaffolding range consists of four rolling towers including one
stairway tower and one smaller trade scaffolding. The stairway tower is a good choice
for work sites where craftsmen have to carry heavy equipment and materials with them.
Naturally, the scaffolding range is tested and approved according to EN1004, Load
class 3.
“Our new scaffolding range takes scaffolding to the next level. Now we have a selection
of stable and functional scaffold towers that are simple to assemble and that minimise
the risk of accidents for craftsmen who work at height. It’s all the little details that
together make the difference, says Robert Agerskog.
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Hultafors Group offers a dynamic range of premium brands to rely on. Snickers Workwear, Wibe
Ladders and Hultafors Tools form together a powerful offer for distributors and craftsmen who
want innovative and reliable products with maximum function, safety and ergonomics. Hultafors
Group has 650 employees, an annual turnover of 1.1 billion SEK and sales operations on more
than 40 markets the world over. www.hultaforsgroup.com

